In Literacy, we are learning to…
- Recognise, read and write single
sounds and digraphs.

Wider Curriculum …
Outdoor Learning
- Activities linked with

In maths, we are learning to …
- Recall the number sequence forwards
within the range 0-30 or 0-100 for some.

- Use taught letters and put them

literacy/numeracy work.

- Identify the number before, after and

together to make CVC/CCVC/CVCC

- Loose Parts Play

missing number in a sequence within 20.

words.

- Signs of Autumn/Winter

- Recognise, read and write common

ICT

words.

- Signing in on the computers.

- Read our reading books (use word

- Mouse skills

attack strategies to help read words).
- Ask and answer questions about texts.
-Write two sentences independently with
a capital letter, finger spaces and a full
In IDL, we are learning to …
stop.
- explore and sort sea creatures based

- Be aware of question marks.

- Becoming more familiar with Google
Classroom.

Health and Wellbeing
- Investigate the effects of good
hygiene and safety on wellbeing and

has happened in the past.
-write a fact file to share interesting
facts about different sea creatures

- make a whole class under the sea art
display using a range of materials

-investigate ways to reduce pollution in

-Use ordinal numbers in real life
contexts.
-Count in 2s and 5s
- Recognise, describe and sort common
2 D shapes and 3D objects according to
various criteria

know how germs are spread

-Addition facts to 20 (written and mental

and controlledMiss Wells

-Use of mental strategies for addition

-Recognise thePrimary
range of2 skills and

and subtraction facts to 10
Class Events …

on their physical characteristics

-Write a recount about something that

-Partition numbers into tens and ones.

methods)

talents of ourselves and others
Our Learning Journey in Term 1
P.E

Tuesday and Wednesday – P.E

- Fitness /Session
Tennis /2021/2022
Curling

Fruit and Book – every day (your child
is welcome to bring one piece of fruit
for fruit and book)
Monday 11th October- October Week

